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Now Make Sure You're Fluent in the Language of Marketing in the 21st Century!Do you know

the difference between cold traffic vs. hot traffic—and the best ways to convert each?Are your

content writers serving you warmed over “Google goulash?”Are you elevating your response

rates by strategically deploying “dominant resident emotion” and the “core buying complex”?

Can you double or triple the leads and sales you are now getting through your “sales funnel”?

In the digital era, marketing is evolving with lightning speed. And the language of marketing is

changing right along with it. Now, with the Marketing Dictionary for the 21st Century, Second

Edition, you can quickly bring your marketing vocabulary up to date … understand what

colleagues and vendors are talking about … and show others that your marketing knowledge is

on the cutting edge. You'll also improve your understanding of key marketing concepts,

methods, and tactics—from affinity marketing and attribution, to zero-party data and zip code

analysis. So that you can multiply your sales and profits, across all digital and traditional

marketing channels, as never before!



TestimonialsWhen I first heard about Bob’s Marketing Dictionary for the 21st Century, I

thought, “Great! This will be a wonderful resource for the copywriting classes I teach.” I

frequently need concise definitions or key concepts in my classes or articles. This book fills the

bill on that account. But when I looked closely at the book, I realized it’s much more than a

dictionary. It’s truly a complete overview of every aspect of marketing condensed to bite-sized

chunks. Bob’s book must be on every marketer’s, copywriter’s, and advertising person’s

bookshelf.Will Newman, Copywriter, Copywriting InstructorBob, you had me at “Aggregation”!

By the time I was only half way through the “A’s” I knew this book was a “must have” resource

for anyone who is or strives to be a direct response marketer. This book will absolutely give all

entrepreneurs, business owners and marketers a competitive edge.MaryEllen Tribby, Best

selling author, Reinventing The Entrepreneurs: Turning Your Dream Business into a Reality,

Founder WorkingMomsOnly.comPaging through Bob Bly’s Marketing Dictionary for the 21st

Century provides a marketing education in itself, as well as serving as a useful reference for

the novice and professional marketer alike. I learned a lot just by turning the pages and

scanning this book. Very useful.Mark Ferguson, Numisma PublishingBob, I’ve been reading

and actually doing direct marketing my whole career, to my surprise I still found this really

helpful, there were so many terms I didn’t know and I even picked up a great marketing idea for

a new project by learning something new.Thanks Bob!Blake Houser, Client Relations

ManagerBob’s Marketing Dictionary is a great tool to quickly understand the constantly

evolving Marketing Slang used in our industry. Now that I have it, I know it will save me time

and spare me any confusion when dealing with partners and contractors.Andrew Contreras,

Athletic GreensLike a carpenter or any other workman, a marketer uses specific and exact

tools. When you know all the tools at your disposal... you can solve marketing problems much

more quickly and easily. You’re not using the handle of a screwdriver to drive nails into wet

concrete! The Marketing Dictionary for the 21st Century explains these tools in a clear and

understandable way. Opening the door to more successful marketing programs - and better

communication with co-workers and managers who may not be ‘tech savvy’ themselves.Jesse

Barton, Bridge PublicationsThis is the most comprehensive marketing dictionary I’ve ever

seen, and it is long overdue.Jerry Montgomery, CEO, 5W Strategists, Inc.Bob has once again

delivered a great book to help marketers become more successful in their day-to-day projects. I

have been following Bob’s work since I read his excellent, The Copywriter’s Handbook: A Step-

By-Step Guide To Writing Copy That Sells. The Marketing Dictionary for the 21st Century

contains a wealth of easy-to-understand marketing term definitions, which will come in handy

to anyone in marketing, from entry-level to seasoned marketing professionals. Just look up

some of those definitions, insert them in your next conversation about a marketing topic, and

you will look sharp as a whistle! This broad marketing dictionary, which also includes

definitions of the latest marketing-related technology terms, is a must-have in every marketing

professional library.Aliona Groh, Marketing Analyst – Digital Media, Embraer Executive

JetsPublished by Authors Place Press9885 Wyecliff Drive, Suite 200Highlands Ranch, CO

80126Copyright 2021 © by Robert W. BlyAll Rights ReservedNo part of this book may be

reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means: graphic, electronic, or mechanical,

including photocopying, recording, taping or by any information storage or retrieval system

without permission, in writing, from the authors, except for the inclusion of brief quotations in a

review, article, book, or academic paper. The authors and publisher of this book and the

associated materials have used their best efforts in preparing this material. The authors and



publisher make no representations or warranties with respect to accuracy, applicability, fitness

or completeness of the contents of this material. They disclaim any warranties expressed or

implied, merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The authors and publisher shall

in no event be held liable for any loss or other damages, including but not limited to special,

incidental, consequential, or other damages. If you have any questions or concerns, the advice

of a competent professional should be sought.Manufactured in the United States of

America.ContentsTestimonialsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionMarketing Dictionary for the 21st

CenturyABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZBibliographyAbout the authorFor Tiffany

VolpeAcknowledgmentsI thank Tony Ferraro, Janie Watanabe, Teri Whitten, and the entire

publishing team at Authors Place Press for sharing my enthusiasm for this dictionary and for all

the fun I had doing it. Seldom have I enjoyed a book project more! Thanks also to Ilise Benun

for suggesting many additional terms not in my first draft. And thanks to those who contributed

ideas or terms including Eunice Dean, Bradley Irvine, Ron Schmidt, Shamus Brown, Mele

Williams, Scott Martin, Dave Ryan, Penny Hunt, Steve Jolly, Louis Wasser, Ryan Healy,

Gordon Graham, Richard Armstrong, Jack LaRue, Daniel Taylor, Paul Black, Len Bailey, Udo

from Germany, and others I apologize to for failing to name here.Several reference works

served as sources for definitions, including Heidelberg’s Glossary of Printing Terms,

Honeycomb Direct Mail Tips and Resources, Creative Commons Glossary of Internet

Marketing Techie-Terms, Glossary of Marketing Definitions by Dr. Christine Koontz, Matthew

Woodward’s Internet Marketing & SEO Jargon Buster, Association of Advertisers in Ireland

Glossary of Advertising Terms, IAB Interactive Advertising Wiki Glossary, Barron’s Dictionary

of Marketing Terms, Oxford Dictionary of Marketing, Successful Direct Marketing Methods by

Bob Stone and Ron Jacobs, Internet Marketing Dictionary by Tim and Chris Beachum, and

The Ultimate List of Digital Marketing Glossary Terms, .IntroductionThanks largely to several

factors – mainly the advent of the internet, the dominance of mobile technology, the

proliferation of marketing channels, the rise of social media, the evolution of content marketing,

the benefits of list segmentation, the growth of Big Data, better and faster web analytics,

artificial intelligence, and the ever-widening behavioral gap between the Baby Boomers and the

Millennials – marketing is evolving at an unprecedented pace, making many marketing

dictionaries obsolete. To keep you current with important new developments, tactics, concepts,

and terms in modern marketing, we have published our Second Edition of the Marketing

Dictionary for the 21st Century, the book you now hold in your hands.We believe the Marketing

Dictionary for the 21st Century: Second Edition is the most contemporary, up-to-date, and

authoritative glossary of marketing terms on the market today. One reason is that the author is

not just a professor or book author, but an active practitioner who has been deeply involved in

marketing for more than four decades. During this time, I have continued to hone my craft and

expand my marketing knowledge – experience and information that help make this dictionary

up-to-date, specific, and practical. But in my past life, I was an adjunct marketing professor at

New York University. And I have given marketing seminars all over the world. So, I have a

strong sense of what marketers need and want to know about the “new marketing” – and have

honed ways to explain these notions in clear, simple, nontechnical language.My youngest son

asked why I would bother to write, and why anyone would bother to read, my dictionary of

marketing terms. I explained that while many dictionary writers are academics and scholars,

my real-world experience with the hundreds of marketing tactics, methods, and channels in this

book, both offline and online, adds depth and dimension to the definitions that many other

dictionaries lack.This new dictionary contains concepts – such as the core buying complex and

dominant resident emotion – not typically found in marketing dictionaries and reference books.



Not just theoretical, the definitions include examples from real-life multichannel marketing

campaigns conducted by the author, his clients, and many other marketers.I do have a favor to

ask. If you know of a term we have omitted, please let me know so I can include it in the next

edition. You can reach me at:Bob BlyCopywriter31 Cheyenne DriveMontville, NJ 07045Phone:

973-263-0562Fax: 973-263-0613Email: rwbly@bly.comWebsite: www.bly.comAA/B split test –

Testing two different versions of a promotion to see which generates the most responses.

Some marketers like to split test two completely different promotions to find a winner. Others

test two versions of the same promotion, altering only one variable, such as the headline,

product price, offer, size of the mailer, color, or some other key element. Testing tells you what

works best for the variable tested; for instance, do landing pages perform better when the

headline is in red type or blue?Abandon rate – The percentage of website visitors who start to

fill out the shopping cart but do not complete it or submit an order. A high abandon rate often

correlates with a poorly designed shopping cart.Above the fold – The portion of a web page or

email you see when you open it on the screen. The rest, which you have to scroll down to view,

is considered below the fold.Above the line advertising – Creative advertising campaigns

usually done by major consumer brands and Madison Avenue ad agencies to promote a brand

rather than generate direct sales.Accordion fold – Folding a legal-size or larger piece of paper

at least twice vertically to make multiple panels. Used mainly for brochures and self-mailers.

When opened, it unfolds like an accordion to reveal the panels inside.Account – An advertising

agency’s client. An account may be an entire corporation or just divisions or segments of it.

And for that client, the agency may handle all marketing or just certain aspects of it, with the

other tasks done in-house or by other ad agencies with whom they share the

account.Accountability – When the marketing department has to demonstrate a good ROI from

their campaigns to senior management.Account executive (AE) – An advertising agency

employee who serves as the liaison between the agency and the client. Account executives

play different roles depending on the agency, client, and the AE’s personality and skills. In one

agency I hired, our account executive was mostly a glad-hander and liaison between me and

the agency’s creative and media departments; his key talent was going out to lunch. Other AEs

play a more substantial role, from formulating marketing plans and advertising schedules to

helping the client create new ad campaigns.Acquisition cost – Amount of money spent on

marketing to acquire a new customer.ACORN – A system of classifying prospects in a

residential neighborhood according to location and demographics based on census

data.Acquisition mailing – A direct mail package sent to prospects to convert them into first-

time members, customers, donors, or subscribers.Active customer – A customer who has

made a purchase from you recently; e.g., within the last 12 months.Adaptive creative – The

process of determining user purchase intent based on the subject matter of the content the

user is currently reading at the moment; this may be more accurate than targeting based on

previous content browsed and viewed.1Adobe Acrobat – Free software you can download from

Adobe that lets you open and read PDF files.AdSense – A program in which Google selectively

places relevant ads on your website; you as the site owner get a small commission on orders

generated by those ads. You do not get to choose which products are featured on your site;

Google does the selection automatically via algorithm.Ad spend – The amount of money spent,

usually in one year, on advertising by medium, channel, industry, or company.Advertising –

Paying to have your message published in a specific medium; e.g., buying a full page in the

Wall Street Journal or a text ad in an e-newsletter.Advertising network – A group of websites in

which the advertising is controlled by a single online publisher or marketer. Your ads will

appear on various sites in the ad network at various times. You make more impressions than



just advertising on a single site that is not part of a network.Advertisement – A paid message

in which the sponsor or advertiser is identified. Because the ad is a paid message, the

advertiser largely controls the content and design within the limits specified by the publication

or other medium in which he is buying the ad. For instance, when doing a text ad in an online

newsletter, the publisher gives a maximum word length or character count that the ad cannot

exceed.Ad blocker – Software that prevents online ads from being displayed on the user’s

screen.Ad clicks – Number of times users click on an ad banner.Ad views (impressions) –

Number of times an ad banner is downloaded and presumably seen by visitors.Add-on pricing

– Charges over and above the base price, typically shipping, handling, and sales tax.Address –

A unique identifier for a computer or site online, usually a URL for a Website or marked with a

@ for an email address.Ad tracker – Software that tracks response and orders from your online

advertising.Advance renewal – A renewal mailing for a newsletter or magazine sent before the

publisher’s regular renewal series begins. Advance renewals typically offer a discount, extra

issues, or premium that the regular renewal series does not.Advertising agency – A company

that creates and manages advertising campaigns on behalf of its clients.Advertising allowance

– Money given by a manufacturer to the merchants who carry the product to fund the

merchant’s advertising of that product.Advertising manager – A professional employed by an

advertiser to coordinate and manage the company’s advertising program.Advertorial – An

advertisement that reads and often looks like editorial matter – in other words, like an article.

But its purpose is to promote a product. Unlike native advertising, which in appearance mimics

an ad, the advertorial can be designed either like an article or an ad. The advertorial seems

like it is journalism but, actually, it is promotion.Advertising specialty – A promotional item given

to prospects and customers by a marketer, usually imprinted with the marketer’s logo and

name.Aerial advertising – An ad message on the side of a blimp or on a banner trailing an

airplane. Today, many aerial advertisements are on smaller blimps operated by remote control.

It also refers to promotional banners in the sky and attached to small planes and also to ad

messages in skywriting.Affiliate – Anyone who sells your products online in exchange for a

commission you pay them on each sale. Also called an affiliate partner or JV partner.Affiliate

marketing – A system of marketing in which advertiser X sells his product to the e-list or

website visitors of advertiser Y. In exchange, advertiser Y gets a commission on every sale

ranging from 10 percent to 50 percent of the purchase price. In this case, advertiser X, the

product’s manufacturer or publisher, would consider advertiser Y, the list owner, as her affiliate.

According to the 99/1 rule, 99 percent of your affiliates will account for just one percent of your

sales. The reason? Most people who sign up as affiliates are internet marketing amateurs who

have tiny lists and no way to sell your product in volumes. That is why you need super-affiliates

(see definition).Affiliate program – An arrangement in which a company pays you a percentage

of the sale for every online customer they get through a link from your website or emails to

theirs. In an open affiliate program, anyone and everyone who wants to join can just click a few

buttons to sign up. In a closed affiliate program, the marketer is selective about whom they

accept as affiliates, and potential partners have to ask to be chosen as affiliates.Affinity – A

close relationship with the target group the marketer is trying to reach. Example: owners of

sports cars might be targeted by a motorcycle dealership.Affinity marketing – Marketing efforts

– including email promotions, banners, or offline media – aimed at consumers on the basis of

established buying patterns or common interests. Example: A company selling a road atlas for

RV drivers mails only to members of RV clubs.Agate line – A unit of measure for space in

newspapers and magazines where advertising will run. An agate is 1/14 of an inch high by one

column in width.Agency commission – A 15 percent commission paid to ad agencies that place



ads in magazines and newspapers on behalf of the advertisers who are the agency’s

clients.Agora Model – Online business model in which you build a large opt-in e-list (also

known as your house e-list) and then drive sales by sending solo promotional emails with

product offers to your list. The e-list is built by using various traffic generating methods, such as

social media and blogging, to drive traffic to a registration page offering a free subscription to

an online newsletter.Agora Publishing – A publisher of consumer newsletters credited with

inventing the Agora Model.Aggregation – Market segmentation that assumes most consumers

in that segment are alike.AIDA – A formula for persuasive writing that stands for attention,

interest, desire, and ask for the order.Air time – The amount of actual transmission time on a

radio or TV station for running a commercial.ALT tags – Brief HTML text describing what is in

an image when you place your cursor over the image. ALT tags are used so that users whose

computers cannot display the image can at least know what picture is in the blank space they

are seeing. ALT tags also enable search engines to find and index images on a web

page.Algorithm – A set of formulas developed for the computer to perform a certain task.

Facebook, Google, Yahoo, and all other search engines and social media sites are run using

algorithms, as does AI and other software.Allowable order cost – The maximum amount of

money you can afford to spend on marketing to persuade a prospect to buy the product; can be

based either on the initial sale or the lifetime customer value.Alternative media – Alternatives to

mainstream media such as prime time TV commercials and advertising in national magazines.

Example: advertising on paper placemats in diners and placing your business cards in plastic

racks hung in public places (such as entrances to diners and restaurants).AMA (Ask Me

Anything) – A webinar for your tribe, subscribers, readers, and fans. In an AMA, there is no

specified topic, outline, agenda, or presentation. For 60 to 90 minutes, they can ask you

whatever they want to know about, and you answer to the best of your ability. This works best

for an audience that has been exposed to some of your ideas and content but wants to know

more and would greatly value your answers.Ebook Tops bestseller campaign – A marketing

campaign where you get many marketers with large lists to promote your book on the same

day, resulting in enough copies sold that day to drive the book to the number one spot on the

Ebook Tops bestseller list. Once popular and effective, now frowned on by Ebook Tops.Ebook

Tops Effect – The Ebook Tops Effect is the ongoing evolution and disruption of the retail

market, both online and in physical outlets, resulting from increased e-commerce. The name is

an acknowledgment of Ebook Tops’s early and continuing domination in online sales, which

has driven much of the disruptions, the biggest of which is the ongoing consumer shift from

retail to shopping online.2Analytics – Gathering and analyzing data to measure the

effectiveness of online marketing as well as consumer behavior on websites. For instance,

analytics might show that only 20 percent of visitors enter your site through the home page

while 80 percent come into the site through product pages. Analytics track and report on web

metrics, which measure performance of various digital marketing activities.Anchor – A word,

phrase, or graphic image; in hypertext, it is the object that is highlighted, underlined, or

“clickable” that links to a specific web page.Announcer – A person who reads radio

commercials on the air.App – A game, software, or content accessible only with a mobile

device. Apps for iPhones can be found and downloaded at the iTunes store online. Many apps

also run on Android mobile phones.Appending – Matching your customer files against a

national database of businesses or consumers and adding information from those files to your

customer records. For instance, all you may know about your B2B customers is the products

they bought from you. By running your house file against a national database of businesses,

you can locate your customer on that database, find more information on him (e.g., number of



offices, email address), and append that information to the customer’s record in your house

list.Applet – A small and simple software application.Application brief – A flier or sheet that

explains in detail how a product is used in a specific application. Some products have a wide

range of applications, and these are often highlighted in application briefs separate from the

main brochure or website.APP Track Transparency – A feature that enables iPhone users to

prevent apps from tracking them.App, mobile – Applications, such as games, web browsers,

calculators, and spreadsheets, accessible through smartphones and other mobile devices.

Native apps are apps that run exclusively on one specific mobile operating system.API

(application programming interface) – A toolset that programmers can use in helping them

create applications software that performs specific functions; e.g., setting alarms, voice

recognition, touchscreen activation.Archiving – To retain email and social media messages that

can be retrieved to analyze their effectiveness and also as proof that they comply with

advertising laws.Art director – An ad agency employee responsible for overseeing the graphic

design and production of ad layouts.Art, artwork – A photograph or illustration used in an

advertisement.Artificial Intelligence (AI) – A computer, machine, or software that can mimic

certain aspects of human intellect such as image recognition, voice recognition, and

reasoning.Association marketing – Selling your products through and in partnership with an

association to its members. Sales increase because the members believe the association is

endorsing your products.ASP (application service provider) – A third-party vendor that

develops and hosts internet and intranet applications for consumers.American Writers and

Artists Inc. (AWAI) – A for-profit training company that sells courses, manuals, seminars, and

other training on how to make money in freelance copywriting, travel writing, and other writing

specialties. In my opinion, AWAI is responsible for transforming freelance copywriting from a

small and obscure field into a widely sought-after business opportunity.Art printing paper – A

premium-grade paper stock coated on both sides for the high-quality reproduction of color

prints.Aspect ratio – The ratio between the width and the height of a TV or movie screen; TV

commercials must be shot so they fit the aspect ratio. You may notice that some movies on

cable TV are modified because they do not fit the aspect ratio of your TV screen.Attribution –

Identifying what ad or other promotion a given click, lead, sale, or other response originated

from. In multichannel marketing, the use of a large number of tactics, combined with the

difficulty of tracking certain ones in particular (e.g., aerial ads, signage), can make keeping

accurate track of attribution a challenge.Attrition rate – The rate at which customers or

prospects leave you. For instance, if you have an email subscriber base of 10,000 and ten

people unsubscribe per month, your monthly attrition rate is one-tenth of one percent.Audience

– Total number of consumers reached by a promotion or advertisement.Audiovisual (A/V)

presentation – A presentation involving both pictures and spoken words. TV commercials, slide

shows, PowerPoint presentations, online videos, and films are all audiovisual

presentations.Audit bureau – A third-party organization that verifies the subscriber base and

readership claimed by a publication, TV or radio station, or other media.Audit statement –

Published results of a bureau’s audit to verify a publication’s circulation.Augmented reality (AR)

– An environment in which real objects are computer enhanced to add sound, visuals, and

other sensory input.Authority site – A site that is highly respected with great content and a lot

of traffic. By getting authority sites to link to your site, you can raise your Google

ranking.Autoplay – An online video that automatically begins to play when you click onto the

web page where it is located, rather than requiring the user to click on the video to start

it.Autoresponder – Software that delivers a timed sequence of email marketing messages to

prospects who have taken a specific action, such as download a white paper, subscribe to your



e-newsletter, or buy a product.Autoresponder series – The sequence of timed emails delivered

by an autoresponder. Each effort in the series is an attempt to get the consumer to buy the

product or take another specific action, such as attend a webinar or subscribe to an online

newsletter.Auto-ship – When you are selling a product that gets used up and needs to be

replenished (e.g., vitamins, skin cream, diapers, dog food), offer your customers an auto-ship

option. In this arrangement, you ship a new supply, often on a monthly schedule, for which you

charge their credit card or PayPal account automatically for each shipment. You keep up the

automatic monthly shipments until the customer tells you to stop.Avatar – An idealized

representation of an average customer including age, gender, employment, education, income,

net worth, and other demographics and psychographics attributed to the ideal customer for

your firm.AVOD (Ad-supported video on demand) – Streaming video services and networks

that take paid advertising either instead of or, more commonly, in addition to subscription fees

paid by their viewers.AVS error – An error message sent when a user tries to make a purchase

with his credit card in a shopping cart, occurring when the name entered in the shopping cart

does not exactly match the name on the card; e.g., if I enter Robert Bly, I will get an AVS

message because my card says Robert W. Bly.Awareness – How well people in your target

market are aware of your brand and understand what it is about.BB&W – Black and white.Baby

Boomer – Anyone born between 1946 and 1964.Back-end – Additional sales made to

consumers after they become customers by purchasing their first product from you.Backlink –

Links from other websites pointing back to your site. If these links are from sites the search

engines see as authoritative and legitimate, the back links will help raise your site’s search

engine ranking. Also called inbound links.Backtest – A retest of a promotion to confirm and

give the marketer confidence in the results attained from the original test.Bait piece – Free

content offered to the consumer as an incentive to respond to your email, ad, or other lead-

generating promotion. Called a bait piece because it is used as the “bait” in a marketing

campaign to hook the prospect, much like a worm dangling from the end of a fishing pole

hooks a fish. Also called a lead magnet because of its ability to attract prospects like a magnet

attracts metal, and when the prospects click to get the free content, they have opted into your e-

list and become a prospect.Bait and switch – Offering consumers a product at low cost, and

when they click to buy it, they are served a page or sent an email upselling them to a more

expensive product.Bandwidth – (1) How much information (text, images, video, and audio) can

be sent through a high-speed digital connection. (2) How much time and attention consumers

can or are willing to devote to your marketing messages. (3) The limited amount of time,

energy, and patience we as human beings have for tasks, whether reading emails, learning

new software, or practicing the violin.Bangtail – An envelope with an extra flap that is

perforated and can be detached; the flap is typically imprinted with an advertising

message.Banner – A rectangular window on a web page with text and graphics for promotional

purposes, almost always hyperlinked to a landing page which the visitor can reach by clicking

on the banner.Banner ad – A banner is a small, boxed message that appears atop commercial

websites (usually the home page) – or on the first page of an e-zine – and is usually

hyperlinked to the advertiser’s site.Bant – An acronym for the four characteristics used to

qualify prospects. B is budget: the amount of money the prospect has or is prepared to spend.

A is authority: the prospect can authorize and approve the purchase without the permission of

a business associate or family member. N is for need: the product has a benefit, feature, or

function that the prospect feels is vital for him to obtain. T is for timing: the prospect’s need for

the product is imminent.Barcode – A pattern of stripes of varying width that can be read easily

by an optical scanner. Barcodes are used on consumer products so the price can be scanned



by the cashier in a supermarket checkout line or at a retail store.Barrier to entry – The degree

of difficulty for entering a new market or business. Becoming a plastic surgeon has a high

barrier to entry because you need to be a doctor. Starting a carpet cleaning service has a low

barrier to entry because you don’t need highly specialized training, skills, or equipment.
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easy to read, understandable detail. In some cases, he uses graphics. I am pleased to say this

book measures up to other books he has written. I can't wait to put it to every day use. A must

have in your writing library regardless of what or who you are writing for”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Almost an Encyclopedia of Marketing. This is a very comprehensive

book. It is well laid out and contains a ton of very good information. It is also easy to read.”

The book by Robert W Bly has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3 people have provided feedback.
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